Issues you told us about:

• Crossing of Teviot Place on bike and foot is confusing, difficult and unsafe
• Not enough space for all users of the street, particularly around Greyfriars Bobby
• On-road cycle lane doesn't feel safe between traffic.
• Streets and pavements are too cluttered
• Streets feel dominated by traffic
• The trees on Forrest Road are valued by people
• Loading for businesses is important to retain, including vehicular access to University of Edinburgh maintenance stores and the National Museum of Scotland via Bristo Port
• Vehicles frequently block the cycle lane

• Loading opportunities for Candemaker Row Businesses on:
  • Merchant Street
  • Candemaker Row (between Merchant St & Cowgate); and
  • Forrest Road
• Candemaker Row: Buses and Cycles only

• Widened footways and improved public space on southern section of Candemaker Row
• New areas of high quality public space at Greyfriars Bobby and Bedlam Church

• Forrest Road – Pedestrian Priority Street with segregated cycle track
• Forrest Road: Local access and restricted loading only - via 5m wide cycle track area with flexible areas offset for stationary vehicles.

• New single stage crossing for pedestrians and bicycles at Middle Meadow Walk.

• Cycle connection to Teviot Square to be investigated

Location Plan

www.meadowstogeorgestreet.info